Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

1. Henry is the very proud **proprietor** of our block's first lemonade stand.
   a. owner  
   b. manager  
   c. worker  
   d. carpenter

2. Over the past few years I have been **acquiring** a large coin collection.
   a. selling  
   b. polishing  
   c. gaining  
   d. imagining
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4. Tommy **woefully** turned off the TV after his favorite team lost the Super Bowl.
   a. fearfully  
   b. angrily  
   c. harshly  
   d. very sadly

5. After the concert Maggie was so excited she could not stop **babbling** about the show.
   a. crying  
   b. screaming  
   c. talking too much  
   d. giving details

6. The walkers exchanged **pleasantries** then continued down the street.
   a. stares  
   b. greetings  
   c. glares  
   d. glances
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